MUSIC FILLS THE AIR AT CCC

CCC ADDS ANOTHER FRAT

Theta Kappa Epsilon, CCC's newest fraternity, was organized, drew up its Constitution, was approved by the college Senate, and became an active campus group within a period of less than a week.

The new fraternity is the fourth fraternity to date students here. Organized earlier this year were Zeta Chi, one of two sororities on campus and Phi Mu Upsilon, a fraternity for farm students.

The Theta Kappas have elected the following officers: Skip Daniels, president; Jim Hensley, vice president; Darrell Coss, secretary; Roger Fike, treasurer; and Terry Wray, sergeant at arms.

To promote better relationships between the community and the students, in some cases the other CCC organizations, and to encourage leadership, brotherhood, and scholarship are the main goals of this new fraternity. The men have chosen gold and maroon as their colors and have drawn up an emblem.

Mrs. Verian Gutiary is advisor for the group. Members and pledges volunteered their help to Miss Daisy Cole who is getting ready to produce an all-college play. They will take care of stage arrangements.

More than 50 men have expressed an interest in being affiliated with the new fraternity. They met March 2 in Swartwout Hall where president officers recorded the list of students who will serve on the school play committee, a housing committee, and a project committee. Pledges were assured that the pledge period would terminate in four weeks.

SPRING PLAY SET FOR MAY

by GARY KOHUNSKY

Three possible selections for the spring play, which will be presented the first part of May, are being considered by the student body, and Miss Daisy Cole's theatre class.

Miss Cole, who will direct the play, has stated that she is looking for something different, even in place; something memorable and worth the student's time. The three plays that meet these requirements are Lost Horizon by Hilton, The Imaginary Invalid by Moliere, and Macbeth by Shakespeare.

"Aside from the cast," stated Miss Cole, "at least 20 to 30 people are needed behind the scenery to provide lighting and sound technicians, publicity and business managers, make-up artists, costume designers, set designers and builders, property people, etc. Anyone willing to learn is welcome."

Try-out dates for the cast, which includes men and women, will be announced in the bulletin and placed on corollar walls this week.

The play's presentation will be located in Silh. Anyone that is interested in working for the play production or has any suggestions should contact Miss Cole.

COMMUNITY CONCERT PRESENTS REVELERS

by SHARON SHAW

March 9, the Revelers will blend their individual talents in order to present another fine evening of entertainment sponsored by the Community Concert Association. The Revelers will be in concert at 8:00 in the high school auditorium.

The highly praised quartet is made up of Carrol Odham, high tenor; Thomas Edwards, second tenor; and Raymond Mcrill and Elliot Savage, bass.

Whether one prefers the art songs of Schubert, or enjoys the more relaxed style of folk songs, spirituals and sea chanteys, or loves the old and new show tunes, there will be something in the program for everyone. The Revelers are also noted for their good humor both on stage and off.

FOLK GROUP, LETTERMEN SLATED

The New Christy Minstrels are coming to Canton April 27, the third group of professional entertainers to appear here in less than two months.

Students will be admitted without charge tonight (by presenting FD cards) to a concert by The Revelers, male quartet, one of four Fulton County Community Concert Association programs this season. The concert begins at 8:00 tonight in Canton Senior High School auditorium.

The Lettermen, popular singing group, will present a program, also in Canton Senior High School, on April 3. CCC Student Senate members announced in January that they would sponsor a return engagement of The Lettermen to Canton.

Admission to the popular television-trivia program's will be $3 per person at the door. Tickets purchased in advance will be $2.75 and will assure the purchaser a reserved seat.

Dean Tom Juravich, school official who makes arrangements for professional entertainment groups to appear here, said this week he expects all reserved seats to be sold well in advance of the April 3 Lettermen program. When Roger Williams came here earlier this year it was necessary to set up 100 additional seats in the auditorium after reserved seats sold out a week before the concert.

Pleasant of room for fans of the New Christy Minstrels is assured since their concert will be presented in the Alice Imrie Gymnasium. Tickets, not reserved, will be $2.50 per person in advance.

Special sound equipment, purchased by the college, will assure an enjoyable performance, according to Dean Williamman, CCC College's unofficial stage manager.

The New Christy Minstrels have won national and international recognition through television and stage appearances. They presented a command performance in the White House at the request of President Johnson.

The seven men and two girls in the group include a young man from Peoria, Ill. They recently distributed their first album, "West To East," which incorporates the varied styles and talents of the musicians.

Some of the songs on the record are: I Want You, Southern Comfort, What the World Needs Now, These Boots Are Made for Walking."
To the Students

Due to the poor turnouts at the last two Student Senate sponsored dances, it was decided that the St. Patrick's Day dance and the Casino Night should be cancelled from our coming activities. Only the Crusaders Day and the May Ball will be held, because that is all and our finances allow. It is your money that is being spent and you are the ones that should benefit from it.

Letters to the Editor

720 Keeling Court
Canoton, Illinois
February 25, 1967

Lancer Editor
Canoton College
Canoton, Illinois

Dear Editor:

It has come to my attention after reading the February 23rd issue of the Lancer College Lancer, that one of the articles contained in that issue was a bit incomplete. The article of which I speak is the one which includes the title of "Why did Student Senate's Valentine's Dinner was discussed. Yes, it is true that the pledge of Sigma Tau Nu initiated the Canoton Country Club for the dance that evening. This is all well and good, but the only thing I object to is this: "Why was it not mentioned that the pledge, as well as the activites, of Phi Kappa Sigma stayed up until 2 A.M., that night in order to go out to the Country Club and clean up after the dance was over."

My only suggestion is that from now on the staff reporters of the Lancer should try to get both sides of a story and not be so one-sided.

Respectfully,
John Kiedis
President, Phi Kappa Sigma

Dear Editor:

Helpful, friendly teachers are one reason Canoton College can have over many other colleges. I feel that a good relationship is one of the most important relations a student can have, while in college.

It is rare when a teacher who has five or eight classes a day can find time to help a troubled student. The first week of school, each freshman went to his advisor. My advisor told me to consult him any time we had a problem. "I am pre-similitude, didn't think he actually meant what he said. Boy, was I wrong! When I took a problem to him, he made me feel as though he had known me for years. When I walked out, my problem was solved.

In big universities, a student in a number to a teacher, most of the teachers don't care if one passes or fails, but in Canoton the teachers, I believe, do care. Many of Canoton's teachers give the student every break they possibly can. It seems impossible, how teachers can remember so many names. Calling a student by name, one of the classroom, is one of the most friendly aspect of a teacher can do.

Canotonin College might not be the best college in the world, but it is one of the friendliest.

Sincerely yours,
Curt Wagner

The Lancer Staff Occasionally Omits Acts of Heroism --- Please Forgive Us.

These wooden parakeets enjoy their life in Dahm Hall's window. Bob Zirner made the toothpick sculpture in a CCC art class.
Young Republicans Travel To State Convention

BY ALAN DICKSON

Sixteen Canton College Young Republicans traveled to Chicago Feb. 17 to attend the Young Republican College Federation Convention at the Edgewater Beach Hotel.

The College YR's departed from Galena, via the Santa Fe, at 11 a.m. Friday morning and arrived in the "Windy City" at 3 a.m. in the afternoon.

The first general session commenced at 9 a.m. Friday in the hotel's Crystal Ballroom with Cook County Treasurer Edmund Kucharski and 16th Congressional District Representative Tom Railbuck giving opening speeches.

Congressman Railbuck mentioned to the assembly of some 700 YR's that he had the pleasure of working with many clubs during his election campaign. He remarked that the Canton College Club had given him excellent assistance while campaigning in Fulton County.

Railbuck used the Canton club as an example to all clubs as to what can be accomplished with a little determination and political interest. The Congressman stated that all YR clubs should follow the example set forth by the Canton club and take an interest in school and community activities in addition to political functions.

At midnight various sub-committees met to discuss phases of political legislation. Among the topics discussed were foreign affairs, labor, agriculture, education, economics, and national defense. Of particular interest with the youth today was the section of the national defense platform pertaining to the selective service system. The section stated, "Selective service should be immediately phased out and replaced by a completely voluntary military system with concurrent pay raises and other incentives to fulfill and sustain manpower needs."

Military service should be voluntary, except in cases of national crises as recognized by Congress, individual rights and freedoms are violated when one is compelled to accept involuntary servitude as the only reasonable alternative to the present selective service method. Also, to ensure military readiness, military service will be used for skilled technical men to administer a military academic education program." This resolution along with the findings from other committees were put into report form and will be presented to U.S. Senator Everett M. Dirksen for his consideration.

At noon the meeting of the Executive Board of the Illinois Canton College Cooperative Federation convened. Because of a disagreement on the platforms offered by the LYR, C.F., President-elect candidates, the election was postponed until the Midwest Convention in April. The candidates for LYR, C.F. are Charles H. Rogers from the University of Illinois, and Jim Sayers from Illinois State University. Sayers is a former Canton College student and the founder and first president of the Canton College Club. Jim has excellent leadership qualities and an ability of getting things done. Because we feel that he can lead the Federation in a more responsive, fashion, the Canton College Young Republicans give him their full support.

Saturday morning it was announced that Western Illinois University had been awarded the western "Club of the Year" award and the Chicago Circle won the "State Club of the Year" award. Although the Canton College YR's did not receive an award, we feel we have been satisfactorily awarded with the respect of our school, local townspeople, Sheriff Neil Baxter and Congressman Tom Railbuck among others.

The convention concluded Saturday, the Canton YR's left Chicago at 11. The evening and arrived in Galena at 3 a.m. on Sunday morning.

The Canton Club was the only Illinois club, among 50 clubs attending the convention, whose club treasury paid all expenses. Canton's Collette Bleming, Richard Trusco, Jim Sayers, Tom Railbuck, Dick Dickson, Ron Tevemi, Terry Briggs, Robert Gilliet, Mary Gromantis, Jackie Hammond, Trotty Burtis, Cindy Bell, Roger Green and Jim Bluest.

The YR's would like to extend a special note of gratitude to Mr. and Mrs. Till for representing our club at the convention.

The Young Republicans enjoy the dining facilities of the Edgewater Beach Hotel during the state YR convention.

JOIN THE YOUNG REPUBLICANS
"A GROUP ON THE MOVE"

New Meeting Time:
Monday 3:30 in Room D-202
WBYS
Your Good Neighbor On The Air
Dial 1960 Canton, III.

"Sleepy-heads" were a common sight.

an abundance of delectable morsels that have fish appeal. A wonderful array of winter salads await the man who has the savvy is simply gather them up, say the fishing rights at Mercury outboards.

In out-going country, for instance, corn borer is uniform, ... paid to man, but here's nothing to eat. Spend a short session out in the fields splitting standing stalks with a knife, and you'll have enough worms for a weekend of fishing.

Check around grass elevators and food stores, where road

worns are invariably present. A hot setting in one-way garage spots will yield a prolific harvest. While unappetizing with grain storage operators, these pests have an untamable charm when impaled on a hook.

The grub worms that reside in the round holes (galls) of goldenrod limbs are another favorite winter bait. Where found, the galls can be harvested by 1's a match and stored in a cold location until ready for opening and extracting the worms.

Surely baits are also found right around the angler's home. Common summer moths, most darters, often nest in voile cloth windows and under protective covers. Other creatures that make good bait are found around nipping posters and lumpy, home timbers and even house foundations.

If you want to get up your own garden your own garden, try to get up your own... Don't expect your garden to have "pick-nick" vegetables before the too and find nymphs and larve forms of aquatic insects.

Good bait, like gold, is where you find it, say the Mercury boys, but the odds are you'll have the winter Inverness. A scenario in last avoids anyone who takes the trouble to prospect a bit.

--By U.S. Service Bait

STEREO VILLAGE

67 E. Elm Street Phone 647-3764

For Tape Recorders Transistor Radios Car Stereo & Tapes All at friendly prices

Fulton Service Station

Minor Automotive Repair Service Complete Motor Tune-Up

WASHING BATTERIES
LUBRICATION TIRE SERVICE
MULTI-HUE PAINTS A.G. CHEMICALS

Laurel Crick-Station Manager Phone 647-1043

211 N. MAIN-CANTON SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS
**MISERY? INNOCENCE? FEAR? SECURITY?**

**MISERY IS**

His
Looking at your bed with a night's homework to do.
A leaky pen in your pocket.
Having tests in all your subjects on the same day.
A dull razor blade.
Your middle name.
A signed receipt.
Having your father as a teacher.
Sophisticated sauce all over your shirt.
Having an old friend of your mother's come up to you and say, "Little Johnny! My, how you've grown!"

**INNOCENCE IS**

His
Cookie crumbs on your lips.
Looking your teacher straight in the eye just after you've been talking behind him and he was standing behind you.
A girl talking about her last date.
Thinking Valachi is a singer.

**FEAR IS**

Hers
Sleeping on jumbo rollers.
Having to go to the bathroom during a film.
An eyelash caught in a lash curler.
Having your stomach growl.
Wet socks.
Waiting for milk of magnesia to work.
Getting shampons in your eyes.
A pair of stretched-out underpants.
Knowing on one bad day your blind date is a party.
Having your mother say, "Are you all right, dear?", when you aren't.

**SECURITY IS**

His
A pigeon flying over your head.
Getting bed after a horror movie.
A telephone call late at night.
Secretly believing in ghosts.

**CONFUSION-TURMOIL-RIOTS WHY? BE INFORMED ON BOTH SIDES OF THE QUESTION JOIN Young Americans for Freedom Wednesdays -- 3:30 p.m. -- $102**

Louie's
DARI CASTLE

*Walk-In*
*Drive-In*
*Phone-In* 647-5377

**Treat Yourself To Our Pizza**

SMALL (9") ... $5.25

LARGE (12") ... $12.5

Choice of...
MUSHROOM - PEPPERONI - SAUSAGE - CHEESE

**PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS**

**SSA ELECTS FIRST OFFICERS**

February 21 the Students for Social Action elected officers for the year. They are: Pat McDaniel, president; Francis Boone, vice-president; Sherry Herrick, secretary-treasurer; and Ed Seppus, activities chairman.

At the same meeting the members ratified the constitution and set a date for the following meetings every Tuesday at 6:30 in S-119.

Mr. Richard Davis, advisor of the group, had many activities in mind for the members. He suggested trips to Berkeley, oakland Prison, the Governor's Conference on Social Agencies, Gainesburg Research Hospital, and a trip to Chicago.

To be able to attend these activities, the members must earn enough money to help pay for the activities. Under consideration at the present time is a money raising activity is a donut sale in Dastam Department before classes.

The members of the SSA invite every interested student to attend the meetings. Meetings of the SSA are held every Tuesday at 6:30 in S-119.

**S.S. News**

The 8-S is planning one final activity concerning the school spirit trophy. The criteria for judging their final grade has been the end night, the Christmas Dance, and the Valley of the Giants.

The possibility of putting ads on the Peoria and Canton radio stations and also in both of the two cities' newspapers for the concerts of the Letterman and the New Christy Minstrels is being checked into.

Also being investigated is the price and variety of some favors for the Muy Ball. The Hotel Pere Marquette has already been obtained for this dance.

The Student Senate also ratified the constitution of Theta Kappa Epsilon and the Young Democrats.

**WBYS "Your Good Neighbor On The Air" Dial 1560- Canton, Ill.**

**ROSENA'S BEAUTY SALON**

HAIR STYLING JUST FOR YOU 10 1/2 South Side of the Square Phone 647-2927

JOIN THE YOUNG REPUBLICANS A Group On The Move New Meeting Time: Monday 3:30 In Room D-202
Phoebe "supervise" pledge Ray Rogers as he performs his duties.

MRS. THEISEN HAS POEM PUBLISHED

The wife of a CCC faculty member has had a poem published in a national magazine. Mrs. William Thesen (Benson), 335 W. Pine St., is the author of the poem "Love, 1966" which appeared in the Oct. 28 issue of "American," a national Catholic publication. Editors of the magazine assured Mrs. Thiesen they would be happy to receive other poems from her in the future.

Ferrol's Shoes

FOR WOMEN

Risque
Naturalizer
Town & Country
Jacqueline
Connie
Joline
Clinic
Hush Puppies

FOR MEN

Crosby Square
Seaman
Winthrop
Sherbrooke
McCoy
Nunn-Bush
Redwing
Ranger

FOR CHILDREN

Lazy Bones-Jumping Jacks-Poll-Parrot

South Side Square
Phone 647-0482

BIOLOGY & BOTANY PAPER

NOTEBOOKS

TYING PAPER

STENO NOTEBOOKS

NOTE CARDS

LOOSE LEAF RING BINDERS & FILLER PAPER

CHESS SETS-$3.50 to $9.00

BOOKS ON CHESS

CAMPUS BOOK SHOP

SW Corner of the Square
Patterson County's largest, neatest, and gayest display
of Greeting Cards

Dirtv Old Men CONTINUED...

DIRTY OLD MAN

Herald V. Johnson, Canton College instructor and author of a number of textbooks, has one of his most recent works advertised in a booklet distributed by a Peoria publisher.

The 1977 textbook, entitled "Technical Metals," is a 408-page volume illustrated with detailed process drawings. It also contains many photographs with some project photographs in full color.

To prepare students for work in industry, Johnson wrote the book to establish procedures in metal processes and machines sold to be of value to both beginners and students with experience.

The publishers, Charles A. Bennett Co., asked Johnson to write the book so that between the covers of one book students should be able to trace the detailed accounts of each phase of metal working. Also emphasized are planning, safety, methods of measurement and other mathematics. There is a section on Computer Machining and Controls with basics of power spinning, flame spraying and other processes.

America Demands Spending Cut to Stem Inflation

In the first nationwide public opinion poll taken since President Johnson's State of the Union message, the public favored a reduction in federal spending over a tax increase by a 13-to-1 margin.

The study was made by the Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton, N.J., under commission by the National Association of Manufacturers. It revealed the public's resistance to increased government spending was greater than in a similar pre-election poll last October.

In the October study, also made by the Princeton opinion research firm, 71 percent favored cutting federal spending over a tax increase, contrasted with 77 percent revealed in the latest poll. Seven percent favored an increase in taxes last fall, as compared to 6 percent in the current poll. Some highlights:

- 62 percent of white-collar workers favoring spending cuts as contrasted with only 71 percent in October.
- The percentage of manual workers favoring a cut was virtually unchanged -- 75 percent contrasted with 74 percent earlier.
- 78 percent of non-union households called for a spending reduction, contrasted with 71 percent in October. Families of union members voted 72 percent for spending cuts in the current poll and 75 percent last fall.
- Residents of small cities (65 percent), of rural areas and towns (76 percent) called for cuts, while in metropolitan areas the percentage was 72 percent favoring reductions. Those living in metropolitan areas with 71, 74 and 69 in October.

SENATE POSTS DANCE RESULTS

The Student Senate is trying to open the students' eyes. Posted on the walls of college buildings are several signs which give the financial "broadside statistics" of the Valentine's Day Dance.

"This is your money spent and not used by you, the students," says the signs. The figures above this statement support it completely.

Ticket sales: 32
Bus: 175
Place: 76
Tickets: 10
Refreshments: 10
Policemen: 6

Total Loss: $26-12

PRINCESS GARDNER

"SNOWDROP" ACCESSORIES

bright vancourt underlay petals with gold-marked stems and leaves on BUFFALO CAFE: Factory Colored.

A. "Tri-Partite" French Purse ........................................ $5.00
B. REGISTRAR'S Billfold ........................................ $5.00
C. "Continental" Clutch (with zipper) ....................... $7.50
D. KNOTTED Case ................................................ $3.00
E. Eyeglass Case .................................................. $3.00
F. Cigarette Lighter ................................................ $3.00
G. Cigarette Case .................................................. $4.00

REICHERT'S

Canton's Store

For Quality Jewelry

46 W. Side Square

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
Adams Voted Most Valuable

Homer Adams, the Crusaders’ Most Valuable Wrestler, by vote of the squad, took an enviable record into the National Wrestling Tournament last week end at Washington, Mo. Winner of the sectional meet held at Canton, Adams went through the season without being pinned by an opponent. He was awarded the silver, blue and marble trophy for coming out first in the 115-pound class.

Two other Crusaders won similar trophies after coming in second in the four-state sectional tournament here. They were Rod Helms, who competes in the 138-pound weight class, and Jim Suprunowski, who wrestles at 156.

The Crusader squad, coached by Tom Zimnati, voted Chuck Petty as the "Most Improved" wrestler at the end of the regular season.

Adams, a Limestone product, and Helms of Canton, and Suprunowski of Pekin, accompanied by Richard Bates, CCC faculty member, traveled to Minnesota by Ozark Air Lines, Coach Zimnati wasn’t able to travel with the competitors because he had earlier agreed to appear on a panel at an English instructors’ conference in Indiana.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

ENJOY YOUR LUNCH AT POOR OLE PAUL’S

HAMBURGERS 35¢
BURGERS PLUS COFFEE, SODA OR MILK ONLY 50¢
Call your order in to PAUL at 647-9643
46 White Court

Ccc Wrestler ‘Reaches Goal’

BY CHUCK MAROON

Canton College wrestler, Jan Suprunowski, finally reached his goal.
Suprunowski, a four-year wrestler at Pekin High School, told the “Lancer” he always wanted to be ranked in a state meet.
Not only did he make state but he wrestled in Washington, Mo., at the nationals.

The 154 pounder said about the state meet where he got second honors in his weight, "Getting second in Region IV was one of the proudest feelings I’ve ever experienced. I couldn’t believe it. I almost cried I was so happy.”

“Going to the nationals is a great experience and a wonderful feeling,” he said. “I can’t help but think that the toughest competition in the nation will be there.”

Suprunowski feels that there is always someone better. He is a very quiet, conscientious student.

“Sup” said, “Going through the season means even after the mind. I should know working hard. What about my studies? Is it worth it?”

Suprunowski credited his high school coaches also for the time spent with him.

The coach also goes to Jim Coster, a wrestler at Western Illinois University, for his influence.
It’s been a rough season for Suprunowski as well as the other members of the team.

Suprunowski doesn’t take much credit for himself, but extends a lot to coach Tom Zimnati who has done an excellent job with the first year team.

Wrestlers feel that Suprunowski puts humor with hard work. It’s a system that works. Mr. Z, has two other wrestlers who went to Minnesota, Homer Adams and Rodney Helms.

RARE DOG

The rarest breed of dog is the chinkoo, of which only 125 are known to be alive.

S & H Speed & Sport

"Your Local Speed Shop"

110 East Ave. E Lewistown, Illinios

Super Reverse
Chrome Wheels – All Cars———$69.95
Astro Mage ————–$100 and up
Cragar Mags———–$126 and up
Dual Exhaust Sets———–$50 and up
Crane Cams and
Rev Assemblies ———— from $116
Cyclone Mufflers ———— $7.50

MARCH SPECIAL
SS 350 Chevy Cams———$79.80 complete
(includes Rev assemblies)
We also have:
Tach batteries ———— $35 window tint
Mag Wheel Care ———— VRT header paint
Vacuum eliminator for
Surfur helmets ———— Holley carburetor
We can install all cams ——— $30 and up
Engine rebuilding and repair
Harold Schnarr, Proprietor
CRUSADERS WIN TOURNAMENT

Canton's first place performance in the six team tournament will move them to Illinois State University to play in the National IV Junior college tournament, March 5 and 6. The winner will then travel to Wisconsin to play in the National Junior College Tournament.

An all out effort by the Crusaders boosted their record for the season with an impressive 23-8. Robert Morris ended their season with a remarkable record of 25 wins and only four losses. Canton has given EMC two of their four losses.

POLOISTS LOSE TWO GAMES

by CHUCK HINES

Canton College's improving polo team lost two games recently but performed well in both.

The Crusaders lost to Drake University of the Missouri Valley Conference, 5-1, and to Eau Claire, Wis., Water Polo Club, 4-3. Both games were played at the Canton YMCA pool.

In the Drake encounter, the visitors took an early 2-0 lead before Fred Smisler scored for Canton. Drake came back with three more tallies, however, to take the contest.

In the Eau Claire clash, the visitors again jumped into a 2-0 lead, only to have Smisler score twice to deadlock the action. Eau Claire then scored, but Smisler put another shot into the goal to tie it up again. Then, in the waning moments of the game, Eau Claire used its swimming speed to set up several fast-break situations, resulting in three more scores and the victory.

Aside from Smisler, the Crusader competitors were Gene Beatley, Bob Elzende, Les Fulton, Rod Ingerson, Fred Nagy, and Bruce Wilcoxson.

Two Canton College poloists, Smisler and Beatley, also played on the Canton YMCA team which enjoyed the Drake visit, 4-1.

HAPPY ST. PAT'S DAY TO ALL IRISHMEN AND TO ALL WHO LOVE THE IRISH

MARCH 17

(AS IF ANYBODY DARED NOT LOVE 'EM)
CAMPUS SCENE COMMENTS ON SEMI-FORMAL DANCES

The Student Senate last 6224 on the Valentine Dance held last month, Daly 26 persons took advantage of the live music, free refreshments, and decorated Canton Country Club. Semi-formal dances have never been successful at CCC. This raises the question of whether such dances should be sponsored. Particularly the Student Senate, should attempt to schedule such dances.

Members of the journalism class interviewed several Canton College students and asked their opinion of semi-formal dances. Students were asked whether or not they liked dress-up dances, whether they believed the Senate should continue such dances, and whether they would attend such dances if held. They were also asked if they planned to attend the May Ball.

Gail Waid and personally, I like "dress-up" dances, but if the students really don't want to respond to them they should be discontinued. I hope to attend the May Ball. John Brower - I like semi-formal dances just as well as formal dances. I believe the college should continue to have semi-formals. They should be scheduled where there's not a lot of other dances in the same week and they should try to avoid conflict with night classes.

Pat Taylor - If special event dances were better publicized in advance, I think that an event may be scheduled on nights other than when dances are held. If students felt there was a better chance of success, I think that semi-formals and formal events should continue to be held. Nick Haines and Mike Hardy - All three students agreed that they like semi-formal dances but said if attendance at these dances doesn't improve then they should be discontinued.

Doreen Nash - The Senate should sponsor a variety of dances throughout the school year. I believe that one should be less formal, she added. Added to that, they need another dance like some special ones put on this year, she said, "Not unless the dance is actually a formal one."

Don Bohler - Yes, I like dress-up dances, but the Senate can stop having them "if they want to," she added that she would attend the May Ball if she got in. Kathy Harris - I don't like dress-up dances, but if more than nine couples attend, I think the Senate should keep on having them. If the May Ball is "decidedly" formal, if Bert Burdick goes, if the weather is nice, and if I have a new dress, I'll go to the May Ball.

Most kids feel commuting hurts attendance at dances - along with jobs and not knowing people, one reporter found. Bill Wicewicz, Gordon Wright, Dave Brause and Tyrone Varick, all agree that they do like semi-formal dances with live bands. Three of these feel that the Senate should not quit trying to sponsor dances of this nature. Of these, none of them are sure they are going to the May Ball.

Bruce Wagge - One or two semi-formals a year would be fine. If Senate quits sponsoring dances as he doesn't know who would do, then I would expect to go to the May Ball.

Jim Wilson - Semi-formals are all right but don't hold them in the middle of the week. It is the Senate's money but it doesn't seem to be the most profitable activity of the year. Jim "definitely" wants to go to the May Ball.

Mike Fathery - Semi-formal dances are all right, I prefer semi-formal dances as they are easier to dress up and semi-formal dances are all right. I think I might attend the May Ball.

Alan Gilleps - I have no interest in such things. I feel the Student Senate is, however, should continue trying to sponsor dances, but I can't give any reason for it. May Ball No, I have semi-formal dances. Terry Kramer - I feel they should not eliminate all the dances, but maybe shorten it to a smaller number. Semi-formal dances are all right. I can't attend the May Ball or not.

Larry Larsen - I think the Senate should limit the number of these dances and maybe they would become more popular. I really don't care for semi-formal dances and won't attend the May Ball.

Marlo Aberle - Casual or semi-formal dances are a lot of fun but the "in between" dances (semi-formal) don't catch on. If more than nine couples go to the May Ball, I'd like to go. Bert Burdick - Without a trip to the May Ball depends on the band. If the market is good, if they have refreshments; all if there's a date.

Lee Kuhiman - Yes, I'll go to May if everybody else is going. Maybe the Senate should stop sponsoring dances. If only nine or more couples show up it's no point in having them.

Jan Bochen - I don't like semi-formals because I don't like to get dressed up. As for the other dances I say "I've never been to one yet that wasn't a flop." She says she hopes to go to the May Ball. A member of the faculty, Mr. Daviers, said, "I suppose semi-formals are all right. However, the Senate should not necessarily put on every dance." Mr. Daviers also stated when asked if he was going to attend the May Ball, "If I can get a date.

Mrs. Phillips, a secretary in the office said she liked semi-formals very much, it's really nice to dress up once in a while. She definitely thinks someone should put on the dances. She hopes to go to the May Ball. Don Harper - Semi-opera forms add an atmosphere to the dance. They have to keep having these dances because nobody ever shows up. It's too early to tell whether I'll go to the May Ball.

Mike Starn - It's not worth going to all the trouble to have semi-formals. Nobody shows up. I'm not sure yet if I'll go to the ball.

Steve Neewaggel - I don't particularly like formal dances. They should keep on having dances because it's not fair for the ones that show up. Willis Jordan - Yes, I like semi-formals. It's kind of nice to dress up. Terry Kramer - Yes, they add more life, color to dances. Yes they should continue, it to attend the ball. Don Harper - Yes, it livens up the party to have dress-up dances. Some times, however, they don't have the right type of band. Attend the ball? Yes.

Dave Krup - "Semi-formal dance is ridiculous." If the band's "mood" you should dress that way. The Senate should stop planning dances, it's good for students to be active. Yes, I'll go to the May Ball.

Fred Smith - Semi-formals are a waste of time. I plan to go to the ball. The Senate is not doing any worse than any other organization.

Larry Herrleberger - Question No. 1: Do you like semi-formal dances with live music? Answer: Yes, it's different for a change. Question No. 2: Do you think the Senate should quit trying to sponsor this type of dance? Answer: No, they need more publicity to inform students. Question No. 3: Do you expect to go to the May Ball? Answer: No.

Rob Reading - Question No. 1: They are ok on occasions. Question No. 2: Yes, if the students don't attend. Question No. 3: Yes, I expect to go.

WE WRITE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
- Responsibility Bonds
- Under Age Drivers
- Cancellations
A. D. PAINTER AGENCY
123 E. Elm St.
Phone 647-2200

Donegal

"the bell beat button-down"

See this handsome DONEGAL collection in denim and cotton. Traditional university design in today's new wide truck fashion stripes.

Long-point button-down collar with natural roll. Back pleat.

We have a wide selection of solid colors and stripes to choose from . . . red classic white, of course.

Taper-tailored for the modern, trim look and "Sanforized" labeled for perfect fit wash after wash.

Short sleeves.

$0

WBYS
YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR
ON THE AIR
Dial 1550 CANTON

Jack's Bills

ITALIAN VILLAGE

730 South Fifth Avenue

PIZZA - SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLA - SANDWICHES

6 FREE COOKES every Tues. with medium or large pizza. WEDNESDAY SPECIAL SPAGHETTI or RAVIOLA, salad & drink $1.00.

FOR CARRY OUT CALL 647-1424